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CHINMOY BANERJEE

Tristram Shandy and the Association of Ideas
WHETHER STERNE FOLLOWED LOCKE'S THEORY OF THE ASSOCIATION

of ideas in Tristram Shandy has been an important question in the criticism of Sterne ever since Wilbur Cross suggested that the book was constructed according to this theory.1 Basically three kinds of answers have
been given to this question. A group of critics, mainly in the earlier half
of the century, accepted Cross's, and later Read's, suggestions and explored various ways in which Locke's Essay, and especially his theory of
association, could illuminate the construction of Tristram Shandy.2 Two
later groups of critics have rejected the earlier notion that Sterne followed Locke to the point of illustrating his ideas and have suggested
more subtle relationship between Tristram Shandy and the Essay. But
while one of these, whom we might call revised-Lockeans, still affirm

that Sterne was following Locke, the other, or un-Lockean, group suggests that Sterne is best understood as a critic of Locke, or at least as a
person with a critical attitude toward the philosopher's ideas.3 The position of the earlier critics has been largely abandoned over the years. The
1The Works and Life of Laurence Sterne (New York, 1904), II, xxvi; Life
and Times of Laurence Sterne, 3d ed. (New Haven, 1939), p. 52.
2 Herbert Read, "Laurence Sterne/' TLS, May 26, 1927, pp. 361-362. Since it

is impossible to give anything like an adequate list of studies that follow this line

more or less, I will mention only Kenneth MacLean's John Locke and English
Literature of the Eighteenth Century (New Haven, 1936), which, though early,
is an epitome of this approach. While a very large number of scholars assume
that Sterne was following Locke, MacLean's is the most thoroughgoing attempt
to establish this assumption.
3 The most significant expressions of the "revised-Lockean" attitude are those

of Arthur H. Cash, "The Lockean Psychology of Tristram Shandy" ELH, 22
(1955), 125-135; "The Sermon in Tristram Shandy" ELH, 31 (1964), 395-417;
Sterne's Comedy of Moral Sentiments: The Ethical Dimension of the Journey
(Pittsburgh, Penn., 1966) ; and those of Ernest Lee Tuveson, "Locke and the 'Dissolution of the Ego,' " MP, 52 (1955), 159-174; The Imagination as a Means of
Grace-. Locke and the Aesthetics of Romanticism (Berkeley, I960); "Locke and
Sterne," Reason and the Imagination, Studies in the History of Ideas, 1660-1800,
ed. J. A. Mazzeo et al. (New York, 1962). It is worth noticing that Cash and
Tuveson differ radically in their interpretation of Locke.
The chief "un-Lockean" positions are those of John Traugott, Tristram Shandy's

World: Sterne's Philosophical Rhetoric (Berkeley, 1954); Ian Watt, "The Comic
Syntax of Tristram Shandy" Studies in Criticism and Aesthetics, 1660-1800, ed.
Howard Anderson and John S. Shea (Minneapolis, 1967); and Howard Anderson, "Associationism and Wit in Tristram Shandy" PQ, 48 (1969), 27-41.
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revised-Lockean approach still demands consideration, but finally perhaps the answer to the whole question of Sterne's relationship with Locke

lies in the third approach, in its suggestion that Sterne is better illuminated in the context of the tradition of Renaissance learning and con-

temporary thinking than in the light of the Essay Concerning Human
Understanding.
It seems fairly clear that the central aspect of Locke's psychology serves
as a basis for his theory of knowledge by providing a hypothetical model

of the mechanism of understanding while, incidental to this, a picture
of the mind also emerges from Locke's analysis of mental processes as
they are available to introspection and from his warnings against the
ways in which the mind might stray from the path of reason and knowl-

edge. The first, which Locke calls his "short and . . . true history,"4
seems to be of little interest to Sterne, who uses it only in his comic and
parodie reference to the cause of obscurity in ideas.5 Tristram tells us all
about it, as if to explain Uncle Toby's problems, and then informs us that

the whole thing is irrelevant because Toby's problems are not with ideas
at all but with words.6 Sterne is, however, rather more concerned with

the incidental aspects of Locke's psychology, with his notion of the
"train of ideas" and his theory of the association of ideas, and in recent
years the former has been substituted for the latter as the basis of Sterne's

method. The "train of ideas," it has been said, is fundamental to Locke's
psychology, and it taught Sterne two important things: it taught him that

the mind is continuous and led him to construct his book on this principle, and it taught him that the ego is fluid and led him to create his
hero according to this model.7

Though it sounds extremely plausible, the problem with the "trainof -ideas" theory is that Locke actually says very little about this "train,"

except noticing that it exists. If we "look into ourselves," says Locke,
"and reflect on what is observable there, we shall find our ideas always,
whilst we are awake or have any thought, passing in train, one going and

another coming without intermission."8 Locke certainly repeats this observation several times in the Essay,9 but it is somewhat misleading to
4 An Essay Concerning Human Understanding, ed. A. D. Woozeley (Cleveland,
1964), II, xi, 15. The numerals refer to book, chapter, and section.
5 Essay, II, xxix, 3.
« Tristram Shandy, ed. Ian Watt (Boston, 1965), II, 11, 66-67. It is very difficult to see how Sterne could be constructing his entire novel on Locke's diagnosis

of obscurity of ideas as Mary S. Wagoner suggests in "Satire of the Reader in

Tristram S handy r TSLL, 8 (1966-67), 337-344.
? See Cash and Tuveson.

8 Essay, II, vii, 9.

» Essay, II, 1, 10-11; 11, xiv, 3; il, xix, ó.
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suggest that he had a psychology based on this. For one thing his limited and functional psychology of the mechanism of the understanding
does not seem to be essentially dependent on the "train of ideas," and
further, he neither gives a very thorough description of the "train" nor
attempts to explain the way ideas come to follow one another. The "train
of ideas" is epistemologically valuable as the source of the ideas of succession and duration, and it has important forensic and metaphysical con-

sequences regarding personal identity and the nature of the soul, but its
psychological aspects are of little interest to Locke.10

The principle behind the succession of ideas in the mind had, however, been a subject of concern since Aristotle, and as is well known,
Locke contributed to this ancient branch of psychology little more than
its key term.11 Locke's chapter on association in the fourth edition of the

Essay is neither an attempt to explain the "train of ideas" nor an expression of second thoughts regarding his view of the mind as an essentially
rational consciousness.12 Rather than indicating any change of heart it fits
in with his general intention of teaching people how to think straight.

He had already pointed out several pitfalls in the way of truth and
knowledge, and in the chapter on association he indicated yet another
problem that affected even people who were otherwise sane and sensible.
The discussion of association in the Essay is a part of Locke's diagnosis
of the diseases of the understanding and not a revision of his older view
or a new exploration of the mind. Some of our ideas, Locke says, have "a
natural correspondence and connection one with another; it is the office

and excellency of our reason to trace these, and hold them together in
that union and correspondence which is founded in their particular beings." But the mind sometimes makes a "wrong Connexion of ideas,"
"wholly owing to chance or custom" and ideas so connected often develop a compulsive power over the mind.13 This association of ideas con10 Since a discussion of Locke's concept of the ego does not quite belong in this
context, I will merely indicate that I do not find Locke either basing his notion
of identity on the fleeting train of ideas or dissolving the ego. Locke emphasizes
the irrelevance of the problems of the possible discontinuity of the substance of
consciousness and the nonavailability of the totality of our past at any moment
of recall to the question of personal identity. Approaching the question in a
Cartesian manner, Locke sees personal identity as dependent solely on the ability
of consciousness to identify itself in any act of perception and to extend this
identity to its past perceptions. Far from reducing the self to a state of mind, as
Tuveson suggests, Locke offers an identity that is neither dependent on nor, consequently, dispersed by the contingent fragmentariness of the substance or the
objects of consciousness. The "dissolution of the ego" had to wait for Hume.
11 See Howard C. Warren, A History of the Association Psychology (New
12 See Tuveson.

" Essay, II, xxxui, 5.
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tra reason and nature is a most grave disease, and far from offering it as

a naturalistic description of a mental habit common to Bacon and the
eccentric humorist,14 Locke unambiguously presents it as a mental aberration - common to all men, no doubt, but still an aberration - and exhorts us to guard ourselves against it.15 We do, indeed, have considerable
potential for irrationality, but when we let our irrational habits overrule
reason and nature we deviate into disease. Locke's discussion does not

attempt to describe the rational and natural connections of ideas that
form the basis of our normal "trains." It merely asserts that nature and
reason underlie the order of our minds and concentrates on describing a
deviation from this order. Later associationists like Hartley and Hume
used Locke's term but exactly reversed its meaning by placing at the base

of the mental norm what Locke had identified with deviation.16 It is,
however, because of this very reversal that Hume and Hartley belong to

the main tradition of association psychology.

Few people believe today that Locke's theory of association can explain
the construction of Tristram Shandy. Cash and Elloway have exploded
the old notion by showing that Tristram's discourse is governed neither
by mere chance nor by habitual response.17 But their alternative of
Locke's rational * 'train of ideas" as the principle behind Tristram Shandy
is hardly any more acceptable than the association theory because though
Tristram's mind appears as a "train," it follows neither the aberrant pattern of Locke's association nor his normal pattern of rational connection.

It is irrational but nevertheless entirely natural. It is certainly random,
but it is methodical at the same time. Its order, in fact, is not one that
can be understood in Lockean terms at all; it is rather an order indicated
by traditional associationist psychology lately developed by Hume.18
Nor does Locke help us very much with the other Shandean minds.
Walter and Toby are hobby-horsical but by no means Lockean. Their obsessions or manias have little to do with Locke's theory of association
that implies irrational and unnatural responses that are fixed by habit.
While Locke's association of ideas arises from a trauma and appears as
a compulsive repetition in the understanding, Walter and Toby have
fields of obsession rather than traumatic points controlling their associations. It is true that Toby's mental habits have their root in the wound in

his groin, but it is also obvious that Toby's wound is only the beginning
14Tuveson, Imagination, p. 34.
15 Essay, II, xxxiii, 9.

16Tuveson, Imagination, pp. 39-40.
17 D. R. Elloway, "Locke's Ideas in Trtstram Shandy, review of Tristram
Shandy s World, by John Traugott, Essays in Criticism, 6 (1956), 326-334.
is Both Tuveson (Imagination, pp. 39-40) and Cash (Sterne's Comedy, p. 37n)

deny Sterne's interest in recent associationism.
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of his way of life and not an immediate cause of any particular association. Moreover, though Toby and Walter constantly reveal unusual or
unexpected associations in their interpretations of words and situations,
neither of them is guilty of irrational or unnatural connection of ideas. If

Dr. Slop's bridge for Tristram's nose makes Toby think of the bridge
that Trim destroyed in the course of his amour, there is nothing unnatural or habitual about this specific association; it happens because language offers many handles from which the user selects the one that suits
his own private context. Similarly, when Toby and Walter get tangled
over words, as in the solution of noses, it is not because they are using
the same words as differently determined by their eccentric private histories but rather because language is, in itself, quite ambiguous. Walter
and Toby fail to communicate not because they attach unnatural private
meanings to words and situations, but because they bring their private
contexts of obsessive interests to bear on the ambiguities of language and
the world.

Susannah's mind, too, remains outside the range of Locke's "association," because with all its apparent inconsequence there is nothing patho-

logical about her connection of Bobby's death with her mistress's

nightgown. But though one can see the logical connection between the

death and the nightgown, Susannah's mind cannot be explained by
Locke's "train" either. Elloway has made the interesting suggestion that
despite Locke's rationalistic model of the mind, his method of isolating
individual ideas from consciousness as distinct "objects" of contemplation led the eighteenth century to picture the mind as a kaleidoscope.19
Thus, he says, in presenting Susannah, Sterne turned her "commonplace
calculations" about her mistress's wardrobe into "something resembling
the Association of ideas' " by isolating "the idea of the night-gown from
the rational chain that originally introduced it into Susannah's mind."20
But this is not very convincing. Where is this "rational chain" of "com-

monplace calculations"? If such a train should exist in Susannah's
consciousness, why is it suppressed in Tristram's account? Whose consciousness isolates the idea of the nightgown from its rational context,
Tristram's or Susannah's? If Tristram's, then he is giving us a false description of Susannah's consciousness. And why would he be doing that?
Merely to show that a rational train can be distorted to look irrational?
On the other hand, it can hardly be Susannah's consciousness that isolates the nightgown for contemplation: she is not much of a philosopher,

and in any case, the rational chain would still be there as having origin Elloway, p. 333.

20 Ibid.
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inally introduced the idea. Since the rational chain does not appear in
Tristram Shandy, we must assume either that Tristram has quite arbitrarily suppressed it in his account of Susannah's mind or that his account is
quite true and no such chain exists in Susannah's consciousness. The second alternative seems far more plausible to me than the first. Tristram's
account emphasizes the immediacy and suddenness of the irruption of
the nightgown in Susannah's consciousness and implies the subliminal
processes that lead to this irruption, but such processes have nothing to
do with Locke's "train."

II

But though neither the creative associations of Tristram in terms of
which the book is organized, nor the spontaneous associations of Walter,
Toby, and Susannah, which provide the basis of humorous characterization in Tristram Shandy, can be explained by Locke's theory, they can be

understood in the light of the associationist psychology of Sterne's day,
which, in differing from Locke, saw the association of ideas as natural
and regular and found in it a basic principle of the understanding, wit,
and genius. Sterne might have got this principle of association from any
number of sources including Aristotle, Montaigne, Hobbes, and Hume,
but the precise source of his ideas is far less important than their nature
and the fact of their ready availability.

There are three suggestions in Hume's discussion of association that
are directly relevant to Sterne. First, Hume regards association as a "gen-

tle force," an attraction that is the mind's equivalent of the force of
gravitation in the physical world.21 Second, Hume finds three general
principles by which ideas are regularly associated in the mind, namely,
resemblance, contiguity in time and place, and causality.22 And third,
Hume also notes that these principles do not entirely explain association
and that there are perhaps other incomprehensible principles governing
association. "For the thought," he says, "has evidently a very irregular
motion in running along its objects, and may leap from the heavens to
the earth, from one end of the creation to the other, without any certain

method or order."23 Behind this irregular movement of the mind Hume
discovers a "magical faculty in the soul," which he calls genius.24 Hume's
model of the mind is therefore based on two kinds of associational opera21 A Treatise of Human Nature, ed. L. A. Selby-Bigge (Oxford, 1968), I, i, iv,
12-13. The numerals refer to book, chapter, section, and pages.
22 Treatise, I, i, iv, 11.
23 Treatise, I, iii, vi, 92.
2± Treatise, I, i, vii, 24.
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tion, regular and "magical." The first, the operation of the "imagination" according to its "general and more established principles," is characteristic of the "understanding";25 and the second, its operation outside
these laws leading to occult connections, is characteristic of "genius."

Although Sterne makes no mention of David Hume in Tristram
Shandy, his book seems to illustrate and use Hume's notions on association in many ways. One could begin with Hume's suggestion that association is mental gravitation. At the end of Volume VI, Tristram concludes
his chapter of squiggly lines with a rather enigmatic question: "Pray can
you tell me, - that is without anger, before I write my chapter upon
straight

lines
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he is impelled to indicate the source of his information and to further
indicate that his father had held his mother responsible for his fate. In
the next chapter, as an author he explains his literary-rhetorical reasons
for beginning where he does, and he goes on to investigate the cause
behind his mother's question. In chapter 5 he gives the date of his birth
and describes the misf ortunes of his life. Although this procedure seems
thoroughly haphazard, it is not difficult to see a causal chain underlying
Tristram's discourse. A reordering of his chapters makes this clear. Tristram's present awareness of his unfortunate life (chapter 5 ) leads him to
seek its ultimate cause, which, according to his father (chapter 3), was
the dispersal of the animal spirits (chapter 2) caused by Mrs. Shandy's
unseasonable question (chapter 1 ) . This, Tristram finds with the help of
Locke, was caused by an association of ideas produced by his father's
domestic and sexual habits (chapter 4). Why, with his deterministic
purpose and this abstract chain of causality underlying his discourse, does
Tristram still end up scrambling his narrative? The answer is perhaps
quite simple. Causality operates in Tristram Shandy in two different
ways: it is an analytical principle by which Tristram investigates his past,
and it is an associational principle by which Tristram moves from one
thing to another. Tristram maintains a deterministic and analytical attitude toward his narrative, but he organizes his discourse in terms of his
associations as a self-conscious narrator. Aspiring toward causal analysis,
he ends up with randomness because he allows his mind to follow the
various associational leads of causality. A deterministic analysis is always

being frustrated by association in Tristram Shandy, though often, as
here, the association is based on the principle of causality.

There are, of course, other principles behind Tristram's associations.
In chapter 5 we find Tristram moving by the principle of resemblance
and contrariety from "this scurvy and disastrous world of ours" to a consideration of the planetary system, and with chapter 7 we enter into the
histories of the midwife and the parson, which seem to have little causal

bearing on what Tristram has been saying. Chapter 7, however, is linked
to the previous chapters both by an underlying causality that becomes
clear much later and by an immediate and obvious contiguity. In chapter
6, Tristram says that having given an account of the time of his birth he

must indicate its manner as well, and obviously the context of his birth

suggests the contiguous presence of the midwife. Once on the midwife,
Tristram's causal associations drive him to her licensing, and from there
to Yorick. The business of the licensing, moreover, leads him through
resemblance into Dr. Kunostrokius, Solomon, and hobby-horses. And so
it goes on.

It is obvious of course that Tristram does not merely follow his asso-
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dations. Being a self-conscious narrator, the recollection of his deterministic purpose often brings him back to the main line of his narrative
from wherever his associations have taken him. Thus, from his dedication he returns to the midwife, and the conclusion of Yorick's history
puts him in mind of the neglected midwife and the odd procedure he has

been following in his narrative. This use of a conscious purpose along
with an associationist method makes for Tristram's peculiar progressivedigressive machinery and leads to his characteristic device of suspending
narrative action for associational "digression/' It results in the superbly
comical episodes of Toby knocking the ash out of his pipe and Mrs.
Shandy listening through the keyhole.27 Tristram Shandy is a picture of
a mind in which a Lockean effort at rational and analytical order is frus-

trated by the psychological realities of David Hume. Tristram would be
a Lockean man, but he is, with his own regrets, a Humean Shandy.
Apart from the regular order of associations, there is in Tristram
Shandy another order that is somewhat less easy to follow. This is the
kind of association we notice in Susannah's mind between Bobby's death
and her mistress's nightgown. It produces a characteristic effect and is an

essential aspect of Tristram's wit: "I wish from my soul that every imitator in Great Britain, France, and Ireland, had the farcy for his pains;
and that there was a good farcical house, large enough to hold - aye and sublimate them, shag-rag and bob-tail, male and female, all together:
and this leads me to the affair of Whiskers - but, by what chain of ideas

- I leave as a legacy in mort main to Prudes and Tartufs, to enjoy and
make the most of."28 Between the given occasion or context and the resulting association, there is a large gap that makes the connection at first

incomprehensible, and the dislocation of logic results in witty surprise.
Rhetorically the effect may be well known and of ancient heritage, but
what makes it particularly interesting in Tristram Shandy is that here it

is based on a psychological principle, a habit the mind has of leaping
across hidden chains of ideas, which is very similar to Hume's description

of the irregular operation of association. Tristram's "Great wits jump,"
may perhaps be read as a Shandean version of Hume's "magical" leap of
genius over the associational logos.
But for all their dislocating effects, these associations in Tristram
Shandy are hardly arbitrary/They are usually produced by certain preoc-

cupations that lie more or less below the surface of the minds. Toby and
Walter, we noted, habitually associate ideas in terms of their preoccupations. Tristram too has his full share of these, and they not only produce

the witty dislocation of his narrative but also hold it together through
27 Tristram Shandy, I, xxi, 48; II, vi, 75; V, v, 270; V, xii, 280.

¿* Lrtstram Ò handy, V, 1, 259-260.
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rhythm and metaphor, impelling him to repeat and vary the themes of
death and birth, generation, sexuality, and impotence. The theme of sex-

uality, for instance, runs through Walter's habits and attitudes, Toby's
amour, Trim's affair with the fair Beguine, Tom's affair with the Jew's
widow, and Tristram's encounter with Nanette, while surfacing constantly in Tristram's innuendoes and all his tales of noses and whiskers.
And the theme of impotence appears again and again with Walter, Toby,
Tristram, and finally in the culminating symbol of the Shandy bull. The
bull has, indeed, little narrative relevance to Tristram's personal history,

but it operates as a unifying methaphor of the Shandy condition, aptly
concluding a tale that began with misbegetting. The impotent bull epitomizes Tristram's associational method in its synthesis of the wit of non
sequitur with the illumination of metaphor and indicates the inner
order in the psychologically truthful randomness of Tristram's discourse.
It is hardly surprising that in organizing his book according to his mind
Tristram should arrive at a kind of order that was suggested by Hume
through his theory of a creatively associational imagination and was developed by the associationist critics of the eighteenth century who were
largely influenced by Hume.29 By modeling his hero on the new psychology in the air, Sterne discovered in his form the aesthetic consequences
of this psychology as they were being worked out by the critics of his day.
Ill

Alexander Gerard's Essay on Genius?* which has often been considered a handbook of associationist aesthetics, sometimes reads like a commentary on Sterne. Any attempt to relate the two authors must, of course,

be checked by two facts: that Gerard's book was published a few years
after Sterne's death, and that Gerard was rather critical of Sterne. But
the striking similarities between Gerard's theory and Sterne's practice is
explained when we understand that Gerard was not much of an original
thinker and that he owed an especially large debt to Hume. Since Tristram Shandy and the Essay on Genius seem, clearly, to be parallel developments from a common body of ideas, the Essay helps us to illuminate
certain aspects of the theory underlying Tristram Shandy.

1. Association of ideas as a basic principle of the mind. Neither
Locke's theory of association as a disease nor his theory of a continuous
29 For associationist criticism and Hume's contribution to it, see Martin Kallich,
"The Associationist Criticism of Frances Hutcheson and David Hume," SP, 43
(1946), 644-667; J. V. Baker, The Sacred River: Coleridge's Theory of the Imagi-

nation (Baton Rouge, La., 1957); and Ralph Cohen, "Association of Ideas and
Poetic Unity," PQ, 36 (1957), 465-474.
so An Essay on Genius (1774), ed. Bernhard Fabian (Munich, 1966).
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train of ideas governed by reason adequately explains Tristram's fundamental problem: that every part of his story seems related to every other

part and one thing leads him indefinitely to every other thing. On the
other hand, Gerard's description of the mind comes very close to this
problem. Taking hints from Locke and developing them in the light of
Hobbes and Hume, Gerard sees human thought as made "perfectly restless" by association, which connects "multitudes of ideas originally distinct and unconnected," so that "one of them cannot make its appearance,
without introducing all the rest/'31 Association, in other words, is a free
and creative principle basic to the mind.

2. The psychology of digression. The imagination of all men, says
Gerard, is more or less "flexible." All of us are affected by habit or occa-

sional causes, but two kinds of people are most affected by these: those
"whose genius is not very great, nor strongly marked with any peculiar-

ity," and those "whose genius is uncommonly strong and lively." The
first are easily diverted from the direction of their thought for obvious
reasons (the name of Shandy or scatterbrained fellow might qualify Tristram for this category) , but the second are led to digress for very differ-

ent reasons: "the vigour and activity of their associating powers bestows
great delicacy and sensibility upon their imaginations, and renders them
susceptible to strong impressions from temporary causes; they feel the
force of every such cause, and receive a transient form or tincture from

it."32 It is not necessary to emphasize the light this throws on Sterne's
wit and sentiment. According to this, Tristram's and Yorick's perpetual
straying ceases to be unnatural or scatterbrained and becomes psychologically comprehensible and aesthetically valuable.
3. The law of hypotheses. "It is the nature of an hypothesis, when
once a man has conceived it, that it assimilates every thing to itself, as
31 Gerard, p. 40. There is also an interesting parallel between Tristram's problem and Coleridge's perception of a basic problem in Hartley: "Take his law in
its highest abstraction and most philosophical form, viz. that every partial representation recalls the total representation of which it was a part; and the law becomes nugatory, were it only from its universality. In practice it would indeed be
mere lawlessness. Consider how immense must be the sphere of a total impression
from the top of St. Paul's church; and how rapid and continuous the series of
such total impressions. If therefore we suppose the absence of all interference of
the will, reason and judgement, one or the other of two consequences must result. Either the ideas . . . will exactly imitate the order of the impression itself,
which would be absolute delirium: or any one part of that impression might recall
any other part, and (as from the law of continuity there must exist in every total
impression some one or more parts which are components of some other following
total impression, and so on ad infinitum) any part of any impression might recall
any part of any other, without a cause present to determine what it should be"

(Biographia Literaria, ed. George Watson [London, I960], p. 64).
32 Gerard, pp. 235-236.
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proper nourishment; and, from the first moment of your begetting it, it
generally grows the stronger by everything you see, hear, read, or under-

stand. This is of great use."33 Tristram may be less than serious in his
formulation of the law that governs his father's world of names and
noses, but Gerard's account is quite straight: "When a person is intent on

a particular study, or meditating any work of genius, when in consequence of this his thoughts customarily dwell upon it, everything that
occurs to him in reading, in conversation or in life, immediately brings
his present work or study into his view, and sets him on thinking,
whether, and in what manner, it may be accommodated to that work or
study, and rendered useful in them/'34

4. The principle of habit. Toby's military associations also find a naturalistic explanation in Gerard. "Every profession or way of life," he
tells us, "renders a correspondent set of ideas familiar to a person; and
in consequence of this, the same object frequently leads different persons

into totally different tracks of thinking. . . . Mention an event or tell a
story in a mixt company, it will suggest to, perhaps every individual of
the company, different thoughts or reflections; but what it suggests to
each, will generally be something which his own habitual course of life
or present accident renders familiar to him. . . . Custom gives the ideas
which it has rendered familiar, a tendency to occur; they stand ready, as

it were, to enter on the slightest occasion; we have a strong propensity
to think of them; any relation to the present object of thought, however
weak, will be sufficient to introduce them; and a strong relation to it, will

suggest them with the greatest ease and quickness."35 This should at
least make us doubt the theory that Toby and Walter are comic illustrations of psychological oddities or mild forms of psychoses. It seems far
more plausible to suggest that they are embodiments of the humoristic
excess of what Gerard and others saw as certain natural and normal habits of the mind.

It may be useful to remember that habitual or customary association
has a somewhat different status for Hume and Gerard from what it did

for Locke. What was for Locke problematical, unnatural, and abnormal
was accepted in the later theory as perf etly natural and usual. Gerard, for

instance, sees in habitual association the very basis of language. Words

suggest ideas merely on the basis of familiarity, and that which is famil-

iar is suggested more readily than that which is unfamiliar.36 It is not
difficult to understand in the light of this theory why, given an ambigu33 Tristram Shandy, II, xix, 114.

s* Gerard, p. 129.
35 Ibid, pp. 130-132.
36 Ibid., pp. 143-144n.
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ity, Toby should inevitably interpret it in military terms, and why Tris-

tram should make a joke and a satire of hypocrisy out of the reader's
alacrity to see smut. It is, after all, the reader's familiarity with smut that

makes him delicate: the extremes of delicacy and the beginnigs of concupiscence keep their provincial chapter together.

Habitual association has some obvious consequences for communication. Locke had noticed that one of the biggest problems of communication was that we could not control the ideas of our auditors. Gerard

accepts this calmly as the natural condition of social communication, and
his description of the way in which habitual association operates in conversation illuminates the comedy at Shandy Hall: "Whatever it be that
is first introduced, almost every person . . . runs into a different train of

thinking and a different set of reflections. When dialogue is conducted
naturally, the several associating qualities by which the speakers are affected, may be easily traced out: each of them goes on in a train suited to

his own turn of imagination, and one of them sometimes in a train even
opposite to that which is pursued by another. By care to preserve this
variety, dialogue- writing is rendered natural/'37 What happens at Shandy
Hall illustrates Locke's «problem, but rather than this implying that
Sterne was deliberately following Locke or rhetorically refuting him
through an extension of his logic, it seems more likely that Sterne was
simply exploiting in the conversation of the brothers the comic possibilities of the method of natural dialogue noticed here by Gerard and practiced, among others, by Shakespeare.
5. The principle of passion. Finally, Susannah's nightgown finds a
plausible psychological explanation in Gerard's observation that often
our associations are determined not by the relation of one idea to another

but by the "congruity" of an idea or a train of ideas to a "present passion."38 This is an important key to the depiction of character, and Gerard finds Shakespeare most successful and natural when he allows his
characters to operate on this principle. It is not a rational calculation but
a passional pressure that throws the nightgown into Susannah's consciousness. The character of a chambermaid is expressed through her
obsessive preoccupation with her mistress's nightgown at the moment of
death in the family, but it is not a calculating character that is revealed.
Susannah is only a girl somewhat overfond of a green satin nightgown.
In depicting Susannah's mind, Sterne might have found Shakespeare and
nature the same, but it is doubtful that he got much help from Locke.39
37 Ibid., p. 217.
38 Ibid., p. 126.
39 The principle is far from new. Longinus mentions it in chapter 22 of Peri

Hupsous.
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The old proposition that Sterne was a follower of Locke has already
been largely abandoned. The more recent proposition that Sterne's method, character, and comedy are the product of his rhetorical subversion of
John Locke through the logical extension of his philosophy also seems
to need a good deal of qualification. Sterne was a rhetorician certainly,
but he was also an observer of nature. His comedy is thus no mere extension of Locke; it is a realistic picture of human nature. Sterne criticizes
Locke not so much by deliberately following his logic ad absurdum as by
putting against Locke's narrow hypotheses the vastly complicated human
nature that he left out. Tristram says of Locke that, in the affair of wit,
"instead of sitting down cooly, as such a philosopher should have done,
to have examined the matter of fact before he philosophised upon it; on the contrary, he took the fact for granted, and so joined in with the
cry, and halloo'd it as boistrously as the rest."40 This seems to be Sterne's
implied criticism of Locke in the affair of association as well. Tristram,
Toby, Walter, and Susannäh are natural and they exist somewhat outside
Locke's range. Their comedy is not one of mental aberration but a comedy of the mind as it is. Sterne's contemporaries, as indeed all readers of
Sterne, have commended him for his truth to human nature, and it is
impossible to read Tristram Shandy without feeling that for all its eccen-

tricity it expresses profound psychological truths. It is David Hume and
his associationist followers who provide the theoretical context for the *
truth of Tristram Shandy.

Simon Fraser University
Burnaby, British Columbia, Canada
40 Tristram Shandy, III, xx, 150.
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